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SPARK 234 
(Matrix Code: SPARK234.00 for StartOver.xyz game.) 
 
DISTINCTION: The Freedom you seek is buried under Authority you avoid taking. 
 
NOTES: By avoiding Authority, you avoid being blamed. But freedom from blame is 
not Freedom to create. Your first desires for freedom are irresponsible. You want 
your actions to produce results, but you want to be disconnected from the 
consequences of your actions. This is like wanting to have a billion dollars in your 
bank account without realizing who owns the banks and what they are really up to.  
 
As you wrestle to survive in modern culture’s systems and rules, the odds seem 
unfairly stacked against you. Years go by and the walls crush-in closer. Freedoms 
slip through your fingers until daily-life seems like drudgery. As you try to fulfill your 
obligations and duties, the most you can show is a ‘brave’ smile on your face. By 
Numbing-out fears and tensions you wait for ‘retirement’. 
 
This S.P.A.R.K. opens a Doorway to a journey in a different direction. It is a journey 
inward, towards taking Radically-Responsible Initiated-Adult Authority.  
 
Taking Authority trumps seeking Freedom, because having the Freedom to choose 
does not grant the Authority to Choose. Through taking your Authority, all choices 
become possible. Otherwise you only get ‘virtual authority’, such as manipulation, 
resentment, lying, blackmail, etc. With Authority there is nothing you can’t Choose. 
 
Fitting into modern culture deletes your Authority because you give up your Freedom 
to Cavitate and inhabit a culture that inspires you. Imagining that your loyalty is a fair 
exchange for the dream that ‘the system will take care of me’ is the viewpoint of an 
Adult Egostate Contaminated by a Child Egostate. Taking your Authority back starts 
with Stellating your Feelings Archetypes and Building Matrix in your Being. 
 
Gremlin searches for ‘freedom of choice’, but by taking Authority, you are free to 
choose. Plus, taking Authority removes the buffer-zone between your actions and 
their Consequences. Uninitiated Gremlin hates this, but the Mage in you loves to 
apply finer and finer Experiential Distinctions to precisely sculpt the Consequences 
you want to create. 
 
Be careful with doing the Experiments in this S.P.A.R.K. They might work. The 
concept of ‘having Freedom’ is one thing, but actually experiencing Radically-
Responsible Freedom is another thing entirely. Serial murderers, or child abusers, 
may write: “Somebody stop me…”. The ‘me’ in these cases, is of course, uninitiated 
Gremlin. On the other hand, the future of humanity now depends on initiated 
Possibilitators taking Radically-Responsible Authority to invent and inhabit 
Archiarchy, which is adulthood-initiation nonmaterial-value-centered next culture. 
Matriarchy and Patriarchy have run their course leaving us on the brink of extinction. 
Anyone following the ‘Rule of Law’ of modern culture – in the West or the East – is 
therefore criminally insane. Anyone enforcing the ‘Rule of Law’ of modern civilization 
has already forfeited their life. An entirely new Gaia-resonant human presence on 
Earth is Possible when you personally take Authority for leaping into Archiarchy.  
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EXPERIMENTS:  
SPARK234.01 LIST ALL THE AREAS OF YOUR LIFE WHERE YOU (NOT YOUR 
GREMLIN) WISH YOU HAD MORE FREEDOM Title a new page in your Beep! 
Book: FREEDOMS I DESIRE. Spend a few days reviewing your past, and also 
Noticing details of your daily life and interactions. What are you forced to do, or not 
do? Who is in charge of your life, really? If you were well-rested, and could create 
whatever your true-self wanted to create, what would that be? What is stopping you 
from creating that? What is the purpose behind any obstacles that block you? Write 
full sentences, not just single words. Do the Emotional Healing Processes (EHP) that 
arise during this self-inquiry. Make clear notes about what happens and what 
changes during your EHPs. Search deeply for freedoms you are lacking. 
SPARK234.02 BEHIND EACH SENSE OF LACK OF FREEDOM, DIG OUT THE 
RADICALLY-RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY BURIED THERE Number the items you 
listed in the previous Experiment. For each number, write down what sort of Authority 
you would need in order to take back this particular Freedom. Be clear and specific 
about each new Authority required. Write full sentences rather than single words. If 
you self-assigned that Radically-Responsible Authority, write down exactly what 
actions you could take to unleash your self-expression and Presence. Write actions 
for each item in your previous list. Again, do the EHPs that may arise during your 
search for potential Authority you could take. Make notes about what happens and 
what changes during your EHPs. Share your Gold online in the Telegram Groups. 
SPARK234.03 DESIGN EXPERIMENTS TO RECLAIM AND APPLY EACH KIND 
OF RADICALLY-RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY YOU UNCOVERED For each 
Radically-Responsible Authority you found missing in the previous two Experiments, 
please ask in your 3Cell, your Possibility Team, or your online group to help you 
design an Experiment for taking back that precise kind of Authority. Make sure you 
write step-by-step instructions in your Beep! Book for each Experiment. After you 
have inspiring doable Experiments for each kind of Authority you could recover, start 
Experimenting. Do not tell people that you are Experimenting. Secretly do ALL of the 
Experiments you and your Team designed, one at a time, in the same order you 
originally listed them. Do not skip any Experiment. Just do them. Experiment your 
way through your complete list of Experiments three entire times. Learn how to 
carefully Inner Navigate all the new energies and awarenesses that arise for you. 
Yes, you will probably make a few mistakes along the way. Just apologize, get back 
your Center, Grounding Cord, and Bubble, and try again, over and over, until 
Radically-Responsible Authority becomes you. Later on, share the Experiments. 
SPARK234.04 SHARE WITH OTHERS HOW TO UNLEASH RADICALLY-
RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY THROUGH ARTICLES, VIDEOS, WORKTALKS, 
WORKSHOPS, AND TRAININGS For each of the Experiments you do to recover 
Radically-Responsible Authority, build a bridge out of it that others may also cross-
over to recover their own Authority and Agency. This Experiment is to develop your 
own Practice of leaving a trail behind you so that others may more easily evolve. 
Keep changing the mode of your ‘bridge-building’. For example, write an Article for 
one Bridge. Make a Film for the next Bridge. Deliver a WorkTalk for the next Bridge. 
Make a weekend Workshop for the next Bridge, etc. Notice the changes in your life-
experience when you are being fed by delivering your Nonmaterial Value through 
your own Authority. Your job is to Replace Yourself so that you can recover your next 
Authority. Who has the Freedom now? 
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